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Abstract

MOIRE METROLOGY BY INTERFEROMETRIC FRINGE PROJECTION WITH
COMPUTER ANALYSIS

Name: Brown, Jay M.
University of Dayton, 1995

Advisor: Dr. Gordon Little

A modified projection moire method of obtaining surface contour information about an
object is investigated. In this scheme, interferometrically produced sinusoidal fringes are

projected onto the part of interest. Digital images of the resulting deformed fringe pattern
are then analyzed, using Fourier transform techniques, with a computer to obtain surface

contour information about the object. The need for a reference grating is avoided. The
advantages of these techniques over traditional projection moire methods include the
following: 1) The interferometrically produced fringe wavefront is nearly collimated and

the projected fringe period is therefore constant over a relatively large distance; 2) The
fringes are also naturally sinusoidal which benefits the frequency analysis of the images;

3) The period of the projected fringes may be continuously varied; 4) The Fourier
transform image analysis results in surface height information about every point in the
examined images; 5) The computer methods used allow for the distinction between rises

and falls in the object surface.
iii
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

It has been reported that moire fringes were first described by Lord Rayleigh in 1874*

in his paper "On the manufacture and theory of diffraction gratings". This may be true,

but it is almost a certainty that the moire phenomenon had been observed long before
Lord Raleigh’s time. In fact, it would be surprising to meet someone today who has not
seen a moire pattern, though, they may be unfamiliar with the name. The word "moire"

comes from the French for "wavy silk". Moire fringes may be seen when two transparent
or semitransparent grid or line structures are superimposed. The fringes seen when two

sheer fabrics such as silk or nylon curtains overlap is an everyday example.

1.1 Moire Metrology
Nearly a hundred years after the appearance of Lord Rayleigh’s paper, D. M. Meadows,

et. al., of Lockheed-Georgia Co. published a paper2 in which they described a noncontact
means of obtaining information about an object’s surface. Their "shadow" moire method
consists of casting the shadow of a grid onto an object by placing the grid directly in

front of the object and illuminating both with a collimated or diverging beam of

incoherent light. The object is then viewed through the same grid but from a different

1

2
direction than that of the illuminating beam. Under these conditions, the observer sees

a moire pattern which results from viewing the shadow of the grid on the object and the
grid itself superimposed on one another.

The moire fringes define contours of equal

depth on the object. By analyzing the observed moire fringe pattern, information about

the surface structure of the object may be obtained. These are the basic elements of
moire metrology.
In the years since, moire metrology has found applications in a large number of areas
ranging from strain analysis to medical diagnostics3'8. There are, however, limitations
inherent to traditional moire procedures.

One major drawback of traditional moire

metrology is that it is unable to distinguish between rises and falls in the surfaces of
objects being measured. For example, examination of a sphere and the inside of a bowl
would both result in circular moire fringes. The two would be indistinguishable.
A second potentially major drawback of traditional moire metrology is that the moire

contour lines are discrete. The height associated with points lying between successive

moire fringes must be interpolated. For these and other reasons, modifications to the

traditional moire methods have been developed in recent years. Some of these methods

will be examined in detail in this paper.

1.2 Moire Metrology by Interferometric Fringe Projection with Computer Analysis
In this work, the moire effect will be described in mathematical terms. We will see

that moire patterns may be viewed as second order interference patterns which result from

the superposition of two first order interference patterns.

The derived equations will

3
allow us to predict the nature of moire patterns given appropriate information about the

circumstances from which they arise. This mathematical description will also allow us

to see how moire patterns may be used as a metrological tool to measure the surface

structure of objects of interest. It will be shown that, under the correct conditions, moire

fringes define contour lines on the surface of the object of equal height from a reference
plane whose orientation may also be determined.

Next, we will investigate an alternate approach to the traditional moire arrangement in
an attempt to simplify both the required experimental setup and the resulting moire fringe

pattern interpretation. In this scheme, the reference grating used in traditional moire
metrology will be replaced by a procedure for modifying the frequency spectrum of the

projected fringes. This procedure is known as Fourier Transform Profilometry (FTP) and
will be shown to have several advantages over traditional moire techniques.

A laboratory implementation of the procedures and methods presented will then be
described. Modifications to the original FTP scheme to facilitate the implementation will

be discussed and the surface height map of an object of interest will be obtained with the

system. The ability to characterize the structure of the object surface based upon the data
from the implemented system will also be demonstrated. We will then draw conclusions
about the methods presented here and make recommendations about possible

improvements to future systems.

Chapter 2.

The Moire Effect

Moire patterns arise when two regularly spaced structures (i.e. gratings or fringe
patterns) are superimposed and are, in effect, interference patterns between these

structures. These structures are not restricted to any particular transmittance or intensity
profile (i.e. sinusoidal, square, triangular, etc.) and may have any spatial distribution (i.e.
straight lines, curves, circles, etc.) as long as they are periodic in nature.

In general the two interfering gratings may themselves each be thought of as resulting
from the interference of two coherent wavefronts which, again, may be of any shape (i.e.

spherical, planar, hyperbolic, etc.). In this sense, then, moire patterns may be viewed as
second order interference patterns which result from the superposition of two first order
interference patterns.

In this chapter, these ideas will be developed mathematically. They will lead us to

elementary equations for predicting moire patterns in terms of parameters related to the
relative geometries of two interfering first order fringe patterns.

4
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2.1 Interference of Coherent Light Waves (First Order)
If radiation from a coherent light source is split into two components, which are made
to travel different paths of equal length and then recombined, the two beams will

interfere. The interference pattern contains both amplitude and phase information about
the two beams. These two beams may be expressed mathematically as:

Here a,(x,y) and a2(x,y) describe the spatial amplitude distributions of the two waves

while <|>i(x,y) and <t>2(x,y) describe their respective spatial phase distributions which for
plane waves are of the form <bi(x,y) = kjA-Pj + 8P The resulting interference of the two

fields is just their sum:

E(total) = £,(x,y) + £2(x,y)

2)

and the intensity of the interference of the two waves is given by:

Z(x,y) = < |£,(x,y) + E2(x,y) |2)

where < > indicates the time average of the enclosed expression. This term may be

expanded to:

i = (£,£,• + exe;

+ e;e2 + e2e;)

(2.4)

where * indicates the complex conjugate of the associated term. Using Eqn (2.1), Eqn

(2.4) may be rewritten as:
I = —[a.e ®'a.e
2 1
1

This simplifies to:

(2.5)

6
2

1 r

r

I = yk

axa2e7(0,-02) + a{a2e7(02- 0,)

ai\
(2.6)

Collecting terms yields:
2

/=

2

2

2

2 1

J

(2.7)

Now by using the identity,
cos(0) = ^-ke + <?'70]
(2.8)

the intensity of the interference expression becomes,
2
6Z j

2
^2

/ = _+_ + a1a2cos[<|>1(x,y) -(J)2(x,y)]

(2.9)

It can be seen that the first two terms of Eqn (2.9) depend only on the intensities of the

two interfering beams while the third term depends on their relative phases. Therefore,

both amplitude and relative phase information about the two wavefronts are contained in
the resulting interference pattern. For the case where the two intersecting wavefronts are

7
planar, this expression results is a familiar sinusoidal pattern as shown below in Figs 2.1
and 2.2.

2.2 Superposition of Grids (Second Order)
The intensity transmission function of a general grating or transparency may be
represented as an infinite sum of sinusoidal terms9:
oo
/(x,y) = a + Z b cos[n<t>(x,y)]
"=i

(2.10)

where bn determines the profile of the grating. An often encountered profile is a square
wave grating, as shown in Figs 2.3 and 2.4, which was formed by summing the first

twenty odd terms in the series of Eqn (2.10). The frequency spectrum of the grating may
be found by computing the Fourier transform of a single row as shown in Fig 2.5. As

expected, each of the individually summed terms in the series results in a single peak in
the positive half of the frequency domain.

Figure 2.3

Square Wave

Figure 2.4

Square Wave Profile

8

Figure 2.5

Frequency Spectrum

A sinusoidal grating may likewise be achieved by allowing the b, term to be the only
nonzero term of the series. An example of this type of grating along with an intensity

profile and frequency spectrum are shown in Figs 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 respectively. Notice

that the sinusoidal grating of Fig 2.3 has the same form as the interference pattern
between two plane waves as shown in Fig 2.1 and described in Eqn (2.9) and may

likewise may be written as:
fi.x,y) = a + fccos(0j(x,y))

(2.11)

where a = 16a,2 + 1/2a22, b = a,^, and 0 = <)> j - d>2- In general, for the case of a sinusoidal

grating, the phase term of the interference pattern may be written in the form 10:
2k
0(*,y) = —(xcosa + y sina)
A

(2.12)

where a determines the angular orientation, in the x-y plane, of the interference fringes
and A is the period of the fringe pattern.

9

Figure 2.6

Sinusoidal Grating

Figure 2.7

Sinusoidal Profile
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7igure 2.8

50

100

Frequency Spectrum

If two such gratings are superimposed, the resulting intensity transmission function is

not found by adding the fields as before but by taking their product:

fi(.x,y)f2(x,y) = axa2 + a,h2cos(02) + a^cosfO,) + bfacostfjcostfj

(2.13)

10
Using the identity,
cos(a)cos(|3) = _L[cos(a - P) + cos(a + p)]
2

(2.14)

the last term of Eqn (2.13) may be written as:
*A,
Z?,Z?2COS(01)COS(02) =---- _[cos(0j - 02) + COS(0J + 02)]
2

(2.15)

Therefore, it can be seen that the intensity transmission function of two superimposed

sinusoidal gratings contains components for each of the two original grating frequencies,

terms 2 and 3 in Eqn (2.13), plus two additional terms as shown in Eqn (2.15). These
two additional terms correspond, respectively, to low- and high-frequency beat patterns
between the two gratings. The low-frequency beat pattern is typically denoted as the

"moire" pattern between the two gratings11.

Using the general phase term from Eqn

(2.12), the phase of the moire term is found to be12:

A0(x,y) = 0j -02 = 2rc[_L(xcosa1 +ysinaj) -_i_(xcosa2 +ysina2)]
Ai
A

(2.16)

This expression may be simplified by orienting the reference coordinate system such that

the y- or vertical-axis bisects the angle between the two superimposed fringe patterns.
In this case a =

= -02 and Eqn (2.16) may be simplified to:
A -A.
A,+A.
A0(x,y) = 2k—----- Lx cosa + 2rc_.---- -vsina
A,A,
AjA, 7

(2.17)

The low-frequency moire pattern between the two superimposed gratings is then
cos(A0(x,y)).

To better understand this relation, it will be helpful at this point to look at some special

11
cases. First consider the situation where a

0 and A = A, = A2. In this case the first

term of Eqn (2.17) goes to zero and we are left with,
ao
4k
A0
= —ysina
A

(2.18)

The low-frequency moire pattern corresponds to a "beating" between the two frequencies.
Intensity maxima occur when A0 is a multiple of 2n since the term of interest is cos(A0).

The moire fringes, in this case, may then be predicted to be horizontally oriented with

their spacing being a function of a as shown by the relation:
2y .
N = — sina
A

(2.19)

This is illustrated in Figs 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11 which show the results of multiplying two
sinusoidal gratings of equal wavelength and with equal but opposite angular fringe

orientations.

Figure 2.9

- a Fringe Angle

Figure 2.10

+ a Fringe Angle

12

Figure 2.11

Horizontal Moire Fringes

As a second special case, we will take a = 0 and A,

A2. Here the second term of

Eqn (2.17) goes to zero leaving:
AO = 2rc.

A2 A,

"MT

x
(2.20)
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Figure 2.14

Vertical Moire Fringes

Again, intensity maxima occur when this term is a multiple of 2tc and in this case the

moire fringes are found to be vertically oriented with their spacing being a function of
A, and A2 as is shown by the relation:

N=

a2-a,

X

AA

(2.21)

This case is illustrated in Figs 2.12, 2.13 and 2.14 which show the results of multiplying
two vertically oriented sinusoidal gratings with slightly different wavelengths.

The

frequency spectra of each of the images are shown in Figs 2.15, 2.16 and 2.17

respectively. The low frequency moire pattern predicted by Eqn (2.21) is apparent in Figs

2.14 and 2.17.
Finally, consider the more general case where a

0 and A,

A2.

This does not

change Eqn (2.17) and so intensity maxima occur when the equation as a whole is a

14

multiple of 2ji. In this case the orientation and spacing of the moire fringes is a function
of both wavelengths as well as a. This case is illustrated in Figs 2.18, 2.19, and 2.20.

Again, the frequency content of each of the images in these figures may be analyzed by

computing their Fourier transforms. The results of these calculations are shown in Figs
2.21, 2.22 and 2.23 respectively.

Figure 2.15

Frequency Spectrum for A,

Figure 2.17

Figure 2.16

Frequency Spectrum for A2

Moire Frequency Spectrum
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As expected, Fig 2.23 shows that the intensity transmission function of the two

superimposed sinusoidal gratings contains frequency components for each of the two
original gratings plus two additional terms corresponding to the low- and high-frequency

moire patterns between the two gratings.

rigure 2.18

Fringes, -a, A1

figure 2.20

Figure 2.19

Moire Fringes

Fringes, +a, A2
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Figure 2.21

Frequency Spectrum, +a, A, Figure 2.22
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Frequency Spectrum, -a, A2

.20

4

0

Figure 2.23

50

100

Moire Frequency Spectrum

Chapter 3.
Laser Projection Moire Metrology

If a sinusoidal grating or set of interference fringes is projected onto an object and

viewed from a direction other than that of the projection, the fringe pattern will appear
deformed according to the shape of the object and viewing angle. If the deformed fringe
pattern is viewed through a second "reference" grating, moire fringes, as described in the

previous chapter, will be visible. The shape and spacing of the moire fringes will be

determined by several factors including: (1) the angle between the projection and viewing
directions; (2) the period and orientation of the projected fringes and reference grating;

and (3) the object shape. In general, though, the moire fringes will define contour lines
on the object which indicate planes of equal distance from a reference plane whose

orientation may be determined by the geometry of the system. By analyzing the moire
fringes, then, information about the surface of the object may be obtained.
In this chapter, the moire fringe analysis presented in Chapter 2 will be expanded to

three dimensions. General equations describing a laser projection moire system will be
developed and the resulting moire fringes will be shown to define surface contours of

constant depth on the object.

The geometry of the optical system will be shown to

determine the minimum obtainable depth contour interval or system resolution.

17
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3.1 Optical Geometry
Recall that, in two dimensions, two interfering plane waves result in a sinusoidal fringe

pattern as shown in Fig 2.1. In three dimensions, if two interfering plane waves are made
to travel nearly parallel to each other, the resulting fringe pattern will exist through space

as long as some portion of the beams overlap and the difference in distance that the two

waves have traveled is within the coherence length of the light source. In this way the
set of fringes produced by interfering plane waves may be viewed as being a set of

equally spaced planes. This type of interference pattern may be achieved with a coherent

light source, such as a laser, and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer as shown below in Fig
3.1.

In this scheme, a laser beam is expanded by a microscope objective and pinhole
combination and then collimated by lens LI. The collimated beam is split at beamsplitter

BS1 and the two beams are then recombined, following reflections at mirrors M2 and M3,
at beamsplitter BS2. Two sets of interference fringes, traveling in different directions,

but with equal periods, are produced. The three dimensional fringe pattern is extended
through space, but, is similar in form to the two dimensional case presented before. The

three dimensional fringe pattern may be described by13,
1
2k
L(x,y,z) = — 1 +cos
(frr-D )
2
A

(3.1)

where n r = Do + MA describes equally spaced planes with unit normals n, A is the
fringe or plane spacing, Do is an arbitrary phase shift, and M is an integer.

19

A set of interferometrically produced fringes, such as those described in Eqn (3.1), may
be projected onto an object and viewed through a reference grating as shown in Fig 3.214.

For this geometry, n may be defined as
n = cos<|) cosax - sin(J) y + cos<|> sinaz

where

(3.2)

is the angular orientation of the projected fringes and a is the angle between the

projection and viewing directions. For simplicity, the viewing or "look" direction is taken
to coincide with the z-axis of the coordinate system.

If the surface of the part is

described by the function z = Z(x,y), then the intensity on the part as seen from the look

direction is found to be15,

20

2k
= -I 1 + cos_—COS0 cosa - y sin<|> + Z(x,y) cos<|) sina -

(3.3)

'igure 3.2 Laser Projection Moire

To illustrate this concept, the projection of a set of fringes onto a plane surface having
a spherical protrusion was modeled with a computer. The look direction was taken to be

perpendicular to the planar section of the object and the fringes have been projected from

the left, as in Fig 3.2. For clarity, at this time, no reference grating is in place. The
resulting deformed fringe pattern is shown in Fig 3.3.
Now, if the reference grating transmittance is defined to be
1

Tr(x,y) = — 1 + cos__^xcos0 - y sin0 -

(3.4)
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where A2 is the fringe spacing, 0 is the angular orientation of the grating, and do is an

arbitrary phase shift, then the intensity on the part, IT(x,y), as viewed through the

reference grating is the product of the deformed projected fringe pattern and the reference
grating transmittance:

(3 5)

7/x,y) = /,(x,y) Tr(x,y).

Figure 3.3
protrusion

Fringes projected onto spherica

3.2 Depth Contours
As we saw in the last chapter, a product of the type shown in Eqn (3.5) will result in

an equation of four terms: a term for each of the original fringe patterns as well as highand low-frequency beat patterns between the two gratings.

Again, the moire pattern
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corresponds to the difference or low-frequency term. In this case, the phase of the moire

term may be found by subtracting the phase terms of Eqs (3.3) and (3.4) and can be
written as16
—

(
X

V

cos<j)cosa

R,

cosG

M

-

sin<f>
- yV A,

sinG + Z(x,y)cos<t>sina
A, J
Ai

Do

dQ

Ai

\

The moire term will then be cos(A) and will have maxima when Eqn (3.6) is an integer
multiple of 271, or A = 2tiN. Substitution into Eqn (3.6) leads to
A,A

= Z(x,y) - {ax + by + c)

cos<|>sina

where

(3.7)

A.
coscbcosa - —cosG

a=-

cos<t>sina

(3.8)

A.
sin(J) - —sinG
b=

cos<j)sina

., and

cos<()sina

(3.9)

(3.10)

We can see from Eqn (3.7) that the moire fringes that result from viewing the deformed

projection fringes on the part through a reference grating represent equally spaced depth
contours between the surface of the part, Z(x,y), and a reference plane defined by Zp(x,y)

= ax + by + c.
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At this point, it will be useful to rewrite the equation for the reference plane in the
form f( r = d, where t) is the unit normal vector to the reference plane and d is the

perpendicular distance from the reference plane to the origin of the coordinate system.
To do so, we start with two equations:
TlJ*+V’+n2z=d

(3.11)

and

(3.12)
where, in Eqn (3.11), z = ax + by + c. Solving for T|x, T|, and T|z yields
cos<b cosa - —cos0

A.

nv = -c sind) - —sin0

A

t,

, and

V

(3.14)

(3.15)

= C[cos<|>sina]

where
(

(3.13)

A, -2—(cosacos<)) cos0 + sin<J> sin0)
A
<A J

1
7

21.

C= 1+

(3.16)

If the parameters of a given system are known, Eqns (3.13) through (3.16) allow us to

determine the orientation of the reference plane from which the moire depth contours are
to be measured. With the reference plane expressed in this way, we may gain further
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insight by examining some special cases.

First, let us take the somewhat general case where the projected fringes and the

reference grating do not have the same period, A,

A2 but are both oriented vertically

or parallel to the y-axis of the system, 0 = 0 = 0. In this case,

<

A.1
1
A.
(3.17)
cosa -— x + sinaf 1+
- 2—cosa
J
A,
)
and the reference plane normal is directed horizontally somewhere between -x, when
A2/Aj=0, and xcos(a) + ysin(a) when A,/A2=0.

As a second special case, we will allow the angular orientation of both gratings to

remain vertical and, in addition, let the periods be equal, A! = A2 Under these conditions,

Eqn (3.17) simplifies to,

fa

n = -sin .

2"

X

A

7

(3.18)

and the reference plane normal lies horizontally along the bisector of a, the angle

between the projected fringes and reference grating. In this case, then, the observed
moire fringes define planes of constant depth on the part as measured from a plane

normal to the bisector of the projection-viewing angle.
Finally, consider the case where, as before, the angular orientation of both gratings is

vertical while the periods of the two gratings have the relation A,/A2 = cos(a). In this

case, Eqn (3.17) reduces to f| = z and the normal of the reference plane is seen to lie
along the z-axis of the system. In this case, then, the observed moire fringes define depth

contours on the part which are perpendicular to the look direction.
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To illustrate these concepts consider the computer modelled results depicted in Figs 3.4

through 3.7 shown below. In this model, fringes have been projected onto a plane surface
with a spherical protrusion as in Fig 3.3.

The plane surface of the part is again

perpendicular to the look direction. Now, though, a reference grating has been added to

the model. The projected fringe period of 11.314 pixels/fringe is the same for all of the
figures. A projection angle of a = 45° also remains constant for all of the figures. This

geometry results in projected fringes with a period of 16 pixels/fringe on the part. The
reference grating period, A2, in Fig 3.4, is initially smaller than the projected fringe

period, A„ and is increased in each of the subsequent figures until it has a value of A2

= Aj/cosa in Fig 3.7. As A2 increases, it can be seen from the figures that the reference
plane normal rotates toward the look direction. Each figure will now be discussed in

more detail.

Figure 3.4 shows the case where the projected fringe period, A„ is less than the
reference grating period, A2. In this case, the moird fringes depict planes of constant
depth from a reference plane whose normal is directed at an angle greater than a/2 from

the look direction. These contours appear to be circles with centers to the left. This is

as expected for a surface which is a spherical depression. Planes cutting through a sphere
at any angle will intercept the sphere in circles.

In Fig 3.5, the projected fringe period,

is equal to the reference grating period, A2.

As indicated in Eqn (3.18), the reference plane normal has rotated towards the viewing
direction, the z-axis, to the angle a/2.

expected.

Again, the moire fringes appear circular as
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This trend is continued in Fig 3.6 where A, > A2. The moire fringes, in this case,

represent planes of constant depth from a reference plane whose normal is directed at an
angle less than ot/2.
Finally, in Fig 3.7, the case where A, = A2cosa is depicted. As expected, the moire
contours are again circular, but now are oriented such that the planes they represent are

normal to the look direction as predicted by Eqn (3.17).
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3.3 Sensitivity
For the interferometer shown in Fig 3.1, the spacing of the resulting interference fringes
may be described by17

A _

A
—Til
2sin 2
l2J

(3.19)

where X is the wavelength of the light used and 8 is the angle between the directions of
propagation of the two beams.

The relationship between fringe spacing, A, and 8 is

illustrated in Fig 3.8 where A was taken to be 632.8 nm. It can be seen that the fringe
spacing approaches infinity as 8 approaches 0° and A/2 as 8 approaches 180°.

Using the interferometric fringe spacing of Eqn (3.19) in the expression for moire

fringes found in Eqn (3.7) we may describe the change in depth on the part between
successive moire fringes by,

AZ =
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AM
2sinasin_
2

(3.20)

where <|), the fringe angle from vertical, has been taken to be zero. A value of AN = 1,

then, is the smallest depth contour interval for this system.

Figure 3.8 Interferometric fringe spacing as a function of interferometer beam angle

The achievable resolution of a system of this type will be governed by the imaging
system used to view the moire fringes on the part, as well as the dimensions and surface
characteristics of the part itself. Specifically, the image of the projected fringes must be

resolved on the reference grating over the entire depth range of the part. Also, to avoid
casting shadows on the part both the interferometric angle, S, and the projection-viewing

angle, a, may need to be limited. An additional concern is the presence of laser speckle.
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Laser speckle, as observed by the viewing system, will be a function of surface

characteristics of the part as well as the aperture of the viewing system and may pose

resolution limitations to the system if the speckle size approaches the projected fringe
spacing. Figure 3.9 shows, in the absence of laser speckle, the theoretically achievable
depth resolution verses projected fringe spacing for a HeNe based system for a = 10°,

30°, and 45°.

As the figure shows, a system such as this could be used to measure

dimensions down to several microns.

E

5

Figure 3.9 Change in depth per moire fringe as a function of interferometer beam angle

Chapter 4.
Fourier Transform Approach to Moire Metrology

In previous chapters we have seen that moire fringe patterns arise when two regularly

spaced structures are superimposed and that these patterns may be used metrologically as
a means of non-contact, or remote, surface characterization. With traditional projection
moire systems, visual inspection of the moire fringe pattern provides an immediate

qualitative analysis of the surface being examined. Extracting quantitative information,
however, about a surface using moire metrology has historically proven to be much more

difficult.

Manual and computer identification, or tracing, of moire contour lines on

photographs or digitized images has been used, although this approach is far from ideal.
Manual image analysis is time consuming and may produce inconsistent results.

Computer analysis of this type requires the removal of the projected and reference fringe
structures from the image in order to isolate the moire contours and, in general, quickly

becomes very complicated18. A major drawback of both manual and computer analysis
of moire contours is that they only yield surface information for those picture elements,

or pixels, of the image that actually lie on the moire contour lines. Information about the

remaining image pixels must then be interpolated. In addition, it is often impossible to
determine if observed moire contours represent elevations or depressions in the surface
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being examined.

For instance, both a spherically convex and a spherically concave

surface will result in a "bull’s eye" pattern in projection moire.
A fairly simple and automated alternative approach to fringe pattern analysis was

proposed by M. Takeda, et. al., which they named Fourier Transform Profilometry
(FTP)19,20. This method derives phase or, equivalently, surface height information for each
pixel of the image. This method involves analyzing and modifying the Fourier transform
of a projected fringe pattern image and does not require the use of a reference grating.

The FTP method is also able to distinguish between rises and falls in the surface being

examined.
In this chapter, Takeda’s Fourier transform method of fringe analysis will be described
mathematically. Obtaining phase or height information for each pixel of an image will
be demonstrated and the concepts presented will be examined by computer simulation.

4.1 Frequency Analysis of Projected Fringes
As was shown in Chapter 3, if sinusoidal fringes are projected onto the surface of a

part, the resulting deformed fringe pattern, as viewed at an angle a from the projection
direction, may be written as,
= |l 1 +cos_(xcos<)) cosa - ysina + Z(x,y) cos<() sina)
Ap

(4.1)

where the surface of the part is described by the function z = Z(x,y). Considering only

the x dimension and letting the projected fringes be oriented vertically, <]> = 0, this

expression may be simplified to,
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2kZ(x) .
I (x) = 111 + cos 2ttx
----- cosa +------ _sina
p
y

(4.2)
J-

Now we will adopt the more general form presented by Takeda by rewriting the

expression for the projected fringes as seen on the object as21,

g(x) = a(x) + ^(xjcospK/^v + <|>(*)]

(4.3)

where the spatial frequency of the projected fringes is denoted by f0 = (x/Ap)cosa and the

part surface is associated with the phase of this term by the relation
. z . 2nZ(x) . „
<t>(x) =------ _sina.

(4.4)

Following the development presented by Takeda, Eqn (4.3) may be rewritten in

exponential form as22
g(x) = a(x) + —b(x)e,2l^‘e'^M + —b(x)e '“^e
2
2

(4.5)

g(x) = a(x) + c(x)e‘2n/aX + c *(x)e

(4.6)

or

where c(x) = 1/2 b(x)el<|l<x) and c*(x) = 1/2 b(x)e'"l’(x). We now wish to compute the Fourier

transform of Eqn (4.6). To do so we make use of the frequency shifting theorem of the

Fourier transform which states23
g(x)ei2nf^G(f-f0).

Applying this theorem to Eqn (4.6) yields24

(4.7)
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G(f) = A(f) + C(f-f0) + C Wo)-

(4.8)

In this expression, A(f) represents a d.c. or zero-frequency centered term, while C(f-f0)
and C*(f+f0) are higher frequency terms centered at f0 and -f0 respectively.

This process can be illustrated with a computer model. Figure 4.1 shows the same
deformed grating pattern which was discussed in Chapter 3. This pattern results when
straight fringes with a sinusoidal intensity profile have been projected onto a spherically

shaped object.

Figure 4.1.

Projected Fringes

Figure 4.2.

Intensity Profile

Figure 4.2 shows the modulated sinusoidal intensity profile of a single line taken from

the image, while Fig 4.3 shows the positive half of the frequency spectrum as found by

computing that line’s Fourier transform. Once again the projected fringe period of the
model is 11.314 pixels/fringe with a projection angle of a=45° to the left of the image
normal resulting in projected fringes of period 16 pixels/fringe on the part.
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Figure 4.3.

Frequency Spectrum

4.2 Frequency Shifting
If the projected fringe frequency, f0, is high enough, the frequency domain terms C(f-f0)

and C*(f+f0) will be sufficiently separated from A(f) that one of these higher frequency

terms may be isolated from the others. If the isolated term, say C(f-f0), is then shifted
by the amount f0, the resulting expression is just C(f). This concept is illustrated in Fig

4.4 which shows that shifting C(f-f0) by f0, 16 pixels in this case, has the effect of

centering the term C(f) at f=0. Before continuing, it will be instructive now to examine

the relationship between frequency shifting in FTP and the application of a reference

grating in projection moire metrology.

The frequency shifting theorem of Eqn (4.6) states that a shift of f0 in the frequency
domain is equivalent to multiplication by e‘2,tfox in the spatial domain. We also know,

from Chapter 3, that viewing a deformed projected grating through a reference grating
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Figure 4.4.

Shifted Frequency Spectrum

also has the effect of multiplying the deformed fringe expression by the expression for
the reference grating. Recall that this results in observable moire fringes which indicate
contours, on the part, of equal depth from some reference plane. Since the reference

grating in our model is sinusoidal, the frequency shifting theorem implies that viewing
a deformed fringe pattern through a reference grating is analogous to shifting the

frequency spectrum of the deformed fringe expression by an amount equal to the spatial
frequency of the reference grating.

In both FTP and projection moire metrology, the projected fringes may be thought of

as a carrier frequency which is then modulated, in spatial frequency, by the shape of the
part onto which they are directed. The frequency modulation is a function of the slope
of the surface of the part. This can be seen by comparing the intensity profile of the

unaltered projected fringes, in Fig 4.5, with the intensity profile of the fringes after
projection onto the spherical object as seen in Fig 4.6. Frequency shifting in FTP and
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application of a reference grating, in projection moire metrology, may then both be
viewed as demodulation processes by which the modulation information (i.e. the slope or

shape of the part) is recovered from the modulated signal.
Furthermore, we saw in Chapter 3 that changing the spatial frequency of the reference

grating in projection moire has the effect of rotating the reference plane of the system.
We may expect, then, that varying the frequency shift in FTP will also result in a rotation

of the reference plane. In fact it does, and this procedure will be demonstrated later in

this chapter using a computer model.

Profile

on Spherical Surface

4.3 Obtaining Surface Height Information from the Phase
In the Fourier transform method, after one of the frequency terms has been isolated and
shifted by the appropriate amount, the inverse Fourier transform of the resulting

expression is then computed. It can be seen that the inverse Fourier transform of C(f) is
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simply c(x). The real and imaginary components which result from computing the inverse
Fourier transform of the modelled data are shown in Figs 4.7 and 4.9 respectively. These

terms are described by
Im[c(x)] = -Lb(x) sin<J) (x)

We can now obtain the original phase associated with the part surface, 0(x), by

calculating25

Im[c(x)]
<J) (x) = atari .
Re[c(x)] J
k

(4.11)

Due to the nature of the atan() function, however, the phase obtained from Eqn (4.11) will
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be wrapped into the range -7t to 7t and will display discontinuities if the original phase

varies by more than 2k radians. This can been seen in the phase profile obtained for the

computer model as shown in Fig 4.9.

In order to obtain the true phase profile for the part, the phase obtained by Eqn (4.11)
will need to be "unwrapped". This involves locating discontinuities or jumps of 2k in the

phase profile and adjusting the phase accordingly. The results of phase unwrapping for

the computer model are shown in Fig 4.10. The final phase profile obtained for the
model appears spherical as expected.

Once phase unwrapping has been performed, we may obtain height information for the

part by using the relation for phase stated earlier in Eqn (4.4),
4>(jc) = —Z(x)sina

Ap

to obtain

(4.12)
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Z(x) =
VCOS0CA 2ntana

(4.13)

Recall from the projection moire discussion of Chapter 3 that the reference plane normal
is directed along the look direction for the case where the reference grating period, Ap

is related to the projection grating period, Ap, by A, = Ap/cosa. Similarly, for the FTP
method presented here, the reference plane normal is directed along the look direction

when the higher frequency component has been shifted by f0=cosa/Ap.

4.4 Unambiguous Surface Profile Information
One advantage of the Fourier transform method is that, unlike projection moire
metrology, rises and falls in the surface being measured are always distinguishable. The

reason for this can be made more clear by considering Figs 4.11 and 4.12. In the two
figures, fringes, denoted by straight lines, are projected onto spherically convex and
spherically concave objects respectively. The angle of fringe projection along with the

slope of the surfaces determines the resulting fringe period as viewed from above the

objects.

For the fringe projection angle in the figures being considered, a positively

sloped portion of the object surface decreases the observed fringe period while a
negatively sloped portion has the opposite effect.

In the FTP method, then, the two

objects are distinguishable if we know the fringe projection angle since the spatial
frequency modulation is a function of the slope of the object surface. As a special case,

consider the configuration shown in Fig 4.13. Here fringes are being projected along the
viewing direction and their spatial frequency will not be modulated as far as the viewer

is concerned. Therefore we can see that no information about the surface can be obtained
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when the viewing and projection directions coincide.
By comparing Figs 4.11 and 4.14 we can also see that, for a given object surface,

fringes directed from opposite sides of the viewing direction will result in an opposite

relation between object slope and observed fringe period. In this example, a positively
sloped portion of the object surface in Fig 4.14 increases the observed fringe period

instead of decreasing it as in Fig 4.11.

Figure 4.13.
Direction

Fringes Projected Along Look

Figure 4.14. Fringes Projected from
Right of Look Direction
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4.5 Computer Simulation of Methods
The results of frequency shifting in the Fourier transform method can be illustrated

using the computer modeled spherical surface as before. Since frequency is inversely
proportional to period, we may expect the relation between reference grating period, in
projection moire, and frequency shifting, in FTP, to also be an inverse relation. In other

words, a large frequency shift in FTP will be analogous to using a reference grating with
a correspondingly small period in projection moire.

In Chapter 3, we saw that the

reference plane of a projection moire system may be rotated by varying the period, A,,

of the reference grating with respect to the projected fringe period, Ap. As the reference
grating period is increased, the reference plane normal rotates toward the look direction.

When Ar = Ap, the reference plane normal lies along a/2, the bisector of the angle

between the direction of projection and the viewing direction. If \ is increased to point
where A, = Ap/cosa, the reference plane normal is then directed along the look direction.
Figure 4.15 shows the phase profiles obtained using the FTP algorithm with frequency
shifts of 26, 22, 19, and 16. This corresponds to using a projection moire reference

grating with periods of 9.85, 11.63, 13.47 and 16.00 pixels/fringe respectively, for the 256

pixel/line image used in the model.

Recall that the projected fringe period of the model is 11.314 pixels/fringe with a
projection angle of a=45°.

Therefore, Ar < Ap for the frequency shift of 26 and the

resulting reference plane normal is, as expected, at some angle greater than oc/2. As A,,

is increased to about Ap for the frequency shift of 22, the reference plane normal is

rotated to about a/2. This trend continues for the frequency shift of 19 where Ar > Ap
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and the reference plane normal is again rotated toward the z-axis, or look direction.

Finally, for the frequency shift of 16, where A,. = Ap/cosa, the reference plane normal lies,

as predicted, along the look direction.

image position (pixels)

figure 4.15. Rotation of Reference Plane
by Frequency Shifting

Figure 4.16.

Curved Surface

Figure 4.17.
Surface

Projected Fringes on Curvec
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As a final point, the ability of the FTP method to distinguish between rises and falls
in a surface will be demonstrated. Figure 4.16 shows a curved surface with a line of

inflection at the center. Projection of sinusoidal fringes onto the surface result in the
deformed fringe pattern shown in Fig 4.17.

By applying a reference grating, the

projection moire method is modeled and the resulting moire fringe pattern can be seen
in Fig 4.18. The figure shows that, using projection moire metrology, the two halves of

the image, on either side of the line of inflection, are indistinguishable.

The moire

contours only indicate a change in surface height. The direction of the change can not
be determined from the moire fringe pattern alone.

The surface profile of a single

horizontal line taken from Fig 4.17 was also computed using the FTP method and the

results of this calculation are shown in Fig 4.19. As expected, the FTP method is clearly
able to differentiate between rises and falls in the object surface and results in an
unambiguous profile of the surface.

Figure 4.18.
Surface

Moire Contours of Curved

Figure 4.19.
Profile

FTP Computed Surface

Chapter 5.
Implementation of the FTP Method

The discussion, to this point, has been mainly theoretical with computer models of the

proposed methods serving as verification of their validity. To examine the practicality
of the FTP method as an actual metrological technique a working FTP system was

developed. The system was implemented using a laser interferometer light source, a
video camera, and digitizing equipment. The software required for FTP image analysis

was also developed. The object chosen for measurement was the inner reflective surface

of a lamp reflector such as those used in overhead projectors. The reflector was chosen

because previous interest in obtaining measurements of its surface had been expressed.
In this chapter, a brief description of the part measured will be given as well as an

explanation of the optical setup and image acquisition system. Some modifications to the
FTP method as presented so far were required to aid its implementation. These changes
will be discussed along with other computer methods used in analyzing the images.
Finally, surface height plots of the reflector obtained with the system will be presented.
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5.1 Description of Part Measured
The general shape of the lamp reflector is shown in Fig 5.1. The reflector has a face
diameter of about 2 inches and a depth of about 1 inch. As the figure shows, the housing
is bowl shaped with an opening at the base where the bulb is mounted. The part is

composed of molded glass and the inner, convex surface is coated with a metallic material
and is highly reflective. The overall shape of the reflective bowl appears to be parabolic

with small convex facets lining its surface.

The facets themselves appear to have

cylindrical curvature with approximately rectangular boundaries. For clarity the number

of facets depicted in the drawing is about half that contained in the actual part.

Figure 5.1

Light Bulb Reflector Housing
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5.2 Image Acquisition
The FTP setup used to measure the part is shown in Fig 5.2. A HeNe laser along with
a spatial filter, collimating lens, and a Mach-Zehnder interferometer were used to produce

sinusoidal fringes that were then directed onto the part at an angle of about 45°. The

spacing and angular orientation of the projected fringes could be controlled by rotating
mirror M4.

The projected fringe period was measured in the unused leg of the

interferometer with a Reticon 512 element photodiode linear array in conjunction with an
oscilloscope.

This allowed the fringe spacing to be altered and measured without

disturbing the part.

Figure 5.2

FTP Image Acquisition Setup
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The image of the deformed fringe pattern on the surface of the part was recorded on
video tape, using a video camera.and VCR. The recorded images were later digitized for

computer analysis. To improve the clarity of the fringes on the reflective part, the inner
surface was made diffuse by applying a thin white layer of titanium dioxide (TiO2). In

addition, both the camera and the part were mounted on a rail which was in turn mounted
on a translation stage. This allowed both the camera and the part to be translated with

respect to the projected fringes. The reason for this will explained in the next section.

5.3 Computer Analysis

During the course of the project it was found that some modifications to the original
FTP method, as proposed by Takeda, et. al., were necessary to achieve acceptable results

when analyzing "real", as apposed to computer simulated, images. The modifications do

not change the underlying theory of the method, but merely serve to accommodate its
implementation. The justification for and explanation of the changes are presented in the

following subsections.

5.3.1 Two Improvements Suggested by Li
In 1990, J. Li, X. Su, and L. Gou26 proposed two improvements to Takeda’s FTP

method. In their paper, they note that the FTP method relies on the ability to filter out

all frequency components except the band of interest from the frequency spectrum of the

signal. This implies that the desired frequency band must be separated from all other
higher or lower frequency components.
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Takeda’s original scheme involved projecting the image of a grating with a square

wave intensity profile onto the part to be measured. As was shown before, the frequency

spectrum of a square wave has a fundamental component as well as many higher order
components. There are, to be exact, a positive and negative frequency component for
each sinusoidal term in the series that comprises the square wave.

Recall also that

variation in the slope of an object surface being measured, in FTP, results in a spreading

of the observed frequency spectrum due to a modulation of the grating period in the
spatial domain. The use of square profile fringes in FTP, then, limits the allowable

variation in slope of parts to be measured since all frequency components must remain

separable in order to allow isolation of the desired component.

5.3.1.1 Sinusoidal Fringes
The image processing problems which result from the presence of higher order
frequency components may be avoided by using fringes with a sinusoidal, instead of

square, intensity profile.

To achieve the desired fringe intensity profile, Li, et. al.,

proposed defocusing a projected square profile grating. This results in what they call a

"quasi-sine" or nearly sinusoidal fringe profile at the part surface. Projection of a grating,
however, is not the only way to produce fringes on a part. Fringes may also be produced

interferometrically. Such fringes, as were used in this project, are naturally sinusoidal and
therefore result in only a fundamental frequency component with no higher orders present.
Using interferometrically produced fringes, then, avoids the isolation problems associated

with the presence of higher order frequency components that occur when using gratings
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with square intensity profiles.

5.3.1.2 Two Image Technique
Often it is important to separate the wanted frequency component from the zero-

frequency-centered dc term of the signal. In light of this, Li et. al. also proposed a way
to eliminate the low frequency, or dc, term of the frequency spectrum by subtracting two
images having a Jt phase difference in the projected fringes. To see this, consider Eqns
(5.1) and (5.2) which are equivalent except for a Jt phase difference27:

gi(x,y) = a(x,y) +h(x,y)cos[2jt/ffr+<|>(x,y)]

g2(x,y) = a(x,y) + b(x,y) cospJt/^x+0 (x,y) + Jt].

z5 2\

These equations are of the same form as those introduced in Chapter 4 and describe a
deformed or modulated sinusoidal fringe pattern as would result from projecting
sinusoidal fringes onto the surface of a part. Equation (5.2) may be rewritten as28:

g2(x,y) = a(x,y) - b(x,y) cospJt/^ + 0 (x,y)].

Subtracting Eqns (5.1) and (5.3) results in29:

gj _2(*,y) = 2Z?(x,y) cospTt/pX + <(> (x,y)]

z5

and the dc term has been eliminated. Since the Fourier transform is a linear operation,

the subtraction of images may take place in either the spatial or frequency domain.
The possible benefits of adopting this procedure may be illustrated with a computer
model. Figure 5.3 shows, as before, a computer generated image depicting sinusoidal
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fringes projected onto a spherical surface while Fig 5.4 shows a sinusoidal intensity

distribution which will serve as a(x), the low frequency background variation term of the
previous equations. Figure 5.5 shows the image which results from the addition of Figs
5.3 and 5.4 and is the image to be analyzed. The intensity profile of a row of data taken
from Fig 5.5 is shown in Fig 5.6 with the corresponding frequency spectrum displayed

in Fig 5.7. The frequency component for the background variation is the peak near 3 in

the frequency domain and can be seen to overlap the frequency component corresponding
to the modulated projected fringes which is centered at 5. The phase profile as found

through FTP processing of the information along with the actual profile of the modeled

part are shown in Fig 5.8. Some distortion in the calculated profile is evident in the
figure.

Figure 5.3

Sinusoidal Fringes on Part

Figure 5.4

Background Variation
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Figure 5.5

Fringes Plus Background

Figure 5.6

image position (pixels)

Frequency

Figure 5.7

Frequency Spectrum

Intensity Profile

Figure 5.8

FTP vs Actual Phase Profile

The two image subtraction method was modeled by producing a second image with a

ft phase shift in the fringe pattern as shown in Fig 5.9. The results of subtracting the
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intensity profiles of corresponding rows from Figs 5.5 and 5.9 are shown in Fig 5.10
while the resulting frequency spectrum is shown in Fig 5.11.

Figure 5.9

Phase Shifted Fringes

Figure 5.10

Two Image Intensity Profile

A

0

50

100
Frequency

Figure 5.11
Spectrum

Two Image Frequency

image position (pixels)

Figure 5.12
Profile

Two Image FTP Phase
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It can been seen that the low frequency components have been removed. The phase
profile obtained from this data, is shown in Fig 5.12 which shows that the distortion in
profile shape has been reduced by using the subtraction method.

The two image subtraction technique was implemented on the FTP system developed

here by the use of the rail and translation stage as shown in Fig 5.2. Using this system,
two images were recorded for each part measurement to be made. After the first image
was recorded, the rail on which the part and video camera were mounted was then

translated by a distance equal to half of the projected fringe period. Since the relative

positions of the part and camera were fixed on the rail, this resulted in a translation of
the fringe pattern on the part, as seen by the camera, of half a period or rc radians. The
two images were then digitized and one subtracted from the other prior to FTP

processing.

5.3.2 Non-integer Shifting
To achieve part contouring relative to a specific reference plane, non-integer frequency
shifts are required.

While we have arranged the situation for integer shifts in the

computer simulations, this is not feasible in real world situations. For this reason we
need a way to effectively perform noninteger shifts of the desired frequency components.

As was shown earlier, the frequency shifting operation, in FTP, is analogous to the
application of a reference grating in projection moire metrology. Varying the frequency

shift effectively rotates the reference plane of the system from which the final depth
information is measured.

For a given image size, projected fringe frequency, and
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projection angle, we may determine the frequency shift needed to align the reference
plane normal parallel to the look direction by the relation

fs =/0cosa(size • scale)

where fs is the needed frequency shift in pixels, f0 is the projected fringe frequency in
lines/inch, a is the projection angle, size is the image width in pixels, and scale is the
scale of the image in inches/pixel. If the calculated value of fs is not an integer, we can

shift the wanted frequency component by the nearest integer amount and later make a

small adjustment to the final phase profile. The needed phase adjustment for each pixel
can be found by

slze

(5.6)

where Af is the difference in the actual and required frequency shifts and x is the pixel

position in the image. The phase correction is a line in one dimension and a plane in two
dimensions and this correction must be added to the calculated phase profile of the part.

This method can be demonstrated by considering an example. If fringes with a period
of 10 pixels are projected onto a computer-modeled spherical surface with an image width
of 256 pixels, the needed shift in the frequency domain will be 25.6 pixels.

If the

frequency component of interest is shifted by 25 pixels, then the required additional phase

correction will be

A, = 2k-(0.6)x
256
’

(5.7)

The phase profiles which result from performing these calculations are shown in Fig 5.13.
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The figure shows that the final phase profile obtained by adding the appropriate phase
correction to the integer shifted profile is referenced to the plane whose normal is along

the look direction as was desired.

5.3.3 Unwrapping Phase in Two Dimensions
With the modifications described above, the FTP method may be used to obtain surface
height information for a given row of data from an appropriate set of digitized images.
By repeating the procedure for each row of the images, then, a two dimensional phase
map of the examined surface may be obtained.

This may, however, result in 2k

ambiguities between successive rows of the image if the phase profile of the part varies

by more than 2k radians along any column of the image. This is to be expected since,

as we saw before, the phase is obtained with the atan() function. Several solutions to this
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problem have been suggested in the literature with varying degrees of complexity (see,
for example refs [3O]-[35]). If the part being examined, though, does not have abrupt
discontinuities in height along its surface the most straightforward solution is to simply

unwrap each column of the image just as we unwrapped the rows.

5.4

Examining Images of the Part

With the analytical methods and tools developed to this point, we are now ready to
begin examining actual images of the part to be measured. Figure 5.14 shows a 512x400
pixel image of the part obtained with the optical system described above. The projected

fringe frequency used was about 104 lines/inch with a projection angle of about 44°. This

resulted in 75 lines/inch fringes on the part as viewed by the camera. A second image
with a

7t

phase shift of the fringes was also taken in order to use Li’s two image

modification of the FTP algorithm. The graininess or "noise" apparent in the image is

actually due to laser speckle. Such noise, as we might expect, degrades the phase profile
information obtained with the Fourier transform method.

5.4.1 Reducing Laser Speckle Noise
The phase profile for a single row obtained using the two image FTP method is shown
in Fig 5.15.

While the overall shape of the profile is close to what we expect, the

structure of individual facets is not easily recognizable due to the presence of noise. The
noise in the final phase profile may be attributed, for the most part, to the presence of

laser speckle noise in the original images. To reduce the noise in the phase profile, then,
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the laser speckle noise must be reduced.

Figure 5.14

Projected Fringes on Part

To reduce the noise, low pass filtering of the frequency spectrum was initially tested.

Although the roughness of the phase profile noise was somewhat reduced when using this
technique, the resulting profiles did not show significant improvements in terms of the

ability to identify the small facet structures of the part. Next the application of linear
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smoothing or averaging filters in the spatial domain was investigated. These methods,
too, proved to be fairly ineffective. Finally the median filter method, as proposed by

Tukey36, was tested with much better results.

The median filter method is a nonlinear signal processing technique which is very
effective in the reduction of noise37. In one dimension, this method uses a window of odd
integer size which is passed over the image data. With the window centered on each data

point in succession, all points which lie under the window, to the left and right of the
point being evaluated, are sorted by value. The point being evaluated is then replaced by

the median value of the sorted list. In this way, narrow bright or dark spots in the image
are largely eliminated while leaving more nominal values unchanged. This concept may
be better understood by comparing the operation of the average and median filters as is
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shown in Fig 5.16 which has been adapted from Pratt38.

In Fig 5.16.a, the original signal on the left has a narrow noise spike which we wish to
eliminate. The 5x1 averaging filter replaces each data point in the signal with the average
value of the original point and its four nearest neighbors, two to the left and two to the
right. While the noise is reduced as shown, the values of data points near the noisy point

are also altered (raised in this case). The 5x1 median filter, on the other hand, sorts the
five points by value and replaces the noisy data point with the median of that sorted list.

Since the noise, in this example, is narrower than the filter window, the median value of

the list is that of one of the more nominal data points and not the higher value of the
noise. This trend holds true again in Fig 5.16.b which shows a signal with two successive
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noisy data points. Fig 5.16.C shows a step in the data values which is smoothed or
blurred by the averaging filter while left unaltered by the median filter.

The median filter method can easily be expanded to two dimensions in which case the
window is replaced by a 2-D array, with odd sized dimensions, which need not be square.

To see the effect of applying median filters of varying sizes on the images being

examined here, we will consider a small blown up section of one of the images as shown
in Fig 5.17. The laser speckle is readily apparent in the figure as bright and dark spots
which alter the shape of the projected fringes. The results of applying 3x3, 5x5, and 7x7
median filters to the image are shown in Figs 5.18, 5.19, and 5.20 respectively. A 5x5
median filter size was chosen and applied to both images to be used with the two image

FTP method. The resulting phase profile is shown in Fig 5.21 and shows a good deal of
improvement over the profile obtained with non-filtered images. The individual facet

structures are discernable in the filtered image profile.

Figure 5.17

Laser Speckle

Figure 5.18

3x3 Median Filter
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Figure 5.19

5x5 Median Filter

Figure 5.21

Figure 5.20

7x7 Median Filter

Median Filtered Phase Profile
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5.4.3 Surface Phase Map of the Reflector
The experimental and analytical procedures described above were used to calculate the
two dimensional phase map of a section of the reflector surface. Figures 5.22 and 5.23
show the resulting phase maps, respectively, before and after column unwrapping was
performed. The overall shape of the section of the reflector examined appears spherical,
but, due to the large number of data points contained in the images, it is difficult to see

the facet structures in the plots. The data for Fig 5.23 was therefore sampled and a plot
of the resulting data subset is shown in Fig 5.24. The facet structures are visible in this

plot and the results are consistent with those expected.
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Figure 5.22

Row Unwrapped Phase Profile of Reflector
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Figure 5.23

Row and Column Unwrapped Phase Profile of Reflector
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Figure 5.24

Sampled Phase Profile Data

Chapter 6.

Analysis of Surface Height Data

As we have seen, application of the Fourier Transform Profilometry analysis method

to appropriate images of an object results in surface height information about the object
at each point in the image with respect to a reference plane.

It is often desirable,

however, to perform additional analysis of the FTP obtained data to simplify the

description of the object being measured. To this end, additional analysis methods may
be employed which will reduce the object’s height information to a defining set of

equations and parameters which more concisely describe the surface of the object.

In this chapter, the surface height information for the reflector obtained in Chapter 5

are analyzed to demonstrate methods of achieving this goal. This analysis will consist
of the characterization of both the large and small scale structures of the reflector thereby

providing a more useful description of the reflector.

6.1 Large Scale Structure of the Reflector
The lamp reflector that has served as the subject of this work is molded glass. The
base for the mold is believed to be approximately spherical with facets formed by
applying a grinding wheel to the original mold surface. This produced concave insets in
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the surface of the mold and convex facets, as observed, on the relief surface of the

reflector.

With this general idea of how the reflector was made in mind, we decided to fit a
sphere to the FTP height information which describes the inner surface of the reflector

to characterize its large scale shape. The equation for a sphere is

(x-xo)2 + (y-yo)2 + (z-z„)2 = R2

(61)

where the parameters x0, y0, and z0 are the cartesian coordinates of the center of the

sphere and R is the sphere’s radius. This equation is nonlinear in the parameters and
requires the use of a nonlinear fitting algorithm.

For this purpose we adopted the

Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-squares algorithm39.

The Levenberg-Marquardt method employs a "merit function" which is a measure of

the agreement or goodness of "fit" between the actual data, surface height information in
this case, and the data predicted by the model given a certain set of values for the defined

parameters1. To find the values for the parameters which yield the best fit to the data,

the algorithm iteratively attempts to minimize the merit function by making small
adjustments to the values of the parameters until such changes no longer result in a

significant improvement to the fit. The algorithm requires initial guesses for the values

of the parameters from which to start the minimization procedure. Poor initial guesses
may result in the algorithm not finding a minimum value for the merit function in a

reasonable time or in finding a minimum value which results in unrealistic values for the
parameters. Reasonably good initial guesses for the parameters, then, are required for this

algorithm to be used successfully. For a more detailed description of the Levenberg-
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Marquardt algorithm see reference [39].
The FTP analysis of the reflector images presented in the last chapter resulted in a data
set of nearly 160,000 points describing the surface of the reflector. Since analyzing so

many data points would be impractical, the data set was sampled at every 4th point of

every 4th row to obtain a 10,000 point data set to be used for further analysis. A rough
guess for the radius of the sphere describing the surface was set at 1.0 inch based on
observations of the reflector. The results of using the Levenberg-Marquardt method to

fit a sphere to the sampled data set are shown in Table I.

Table I.

Guess:
Results:

Surface Data Fit to Sphere (10,000 pts)
x0 (inch)

y0 (inch)

z0 (inch)

R (inch)

0.4
0.314

0.2
0.170

1.0
0.824

1.0
0.922

Standard Deviation: 0.0255 (inch)

The resulting "best fit" parameters indicate that the surface of the reflector has a radius

of curvature fairly close to 1". Repeating the analysis with initial guesses for the radius
of curvature ranging from 2" to 6" did not alter the results. The standard deviation of

0.0255" represents the root-mean-square error between the surface height data acquired
with FTP analysis and the height predicted at each point by the spherical model and fitted
parameters. The fact that the standard deviation is high may in part be due to the fact

that the surface of the reflector is not smooth but is covered with small facets that extend
up from the surface. To investigate this further, only points lying very near the facet
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comers were selected from the data set to be fitted. Presumably these points would more

closely correspond to the original surface of the mold prior to grinding of the facet

structures. A sample set of 70 such points was selected. The results of analysis of this
data set is shown in Table II.

Table II.

Guess:
Results:

Facet Comer Fit to Sphere (70 pts)
x0 (inch)

y0 (inch)

z0 (inch)

R (inch)

0.4
0.388

0.2
0.206

1.0
0.806

1.0
0.922

Standard Deviation: 0.0063 (inch)

We can see that the standard deviation of the fit has been reduced by an order of

magnitude by examining only points near the facet comers. This supports our belief that

the high standard deviation of the previous fit was due to the facets.

The radius of

curvature of the comer data fit is nearly equal to that found using the larger data set

although the centers of the best fit spheres is slightly different.

6.2 Small Scale Structure of the Reflector
As we have seen, the surface of the lamp reflector is covered with small curved facets.

While the overall shape of the reflector is spherical, the facets appear to be cylindrical

in shape. This is consistent with the idea that they were formed by applying a grinding
wheel to an initially spherically shaped mold. As expected, attempts to fit a sphere to the

data associated with particular facets yielded poor results. The spherical model used for
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the large scale structure analysis must be replaced with a cylindrical model for the small
scale analysis.

A cylinder may be thought of as an ellipsoid of revolution having a very large semi-

axis in one direction relative to the others. Therefore an ellipsoid of revolution was
chosen as the model for fitting the facet data. The equation of an ellipsoid of revolution

is
(x-x )2 + (y-yj2 + (z-zo)2 _ 1
«2
<2
~

(6.2)

where again the parameters x0, y0, and z0 are the coordinates of the center of the ellipsoid
and a, b, and c are the semi-axes associated with the x, y, and z axes respectively. This

equation, too, is nonlinear in the parameters and we again adopted the nonlinear least-

squares Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm described earlier for analysis.
In this scheme the z-axis was chosen to coincide with the original look direction of the

image acquisition system. The facets, then, may be thought of as lying more or less in

the x-y plane with their height extending upward in the z-direction. This is illustrated in
Figs 6.1 and 6.2. Figure 6.1 shows the orientations of the facets with respect to the axes
system of the image with the z-axis extending out of the page. The figure shows that the

semi-axes of a given facet are not necessarily parallel to the x and y-axes of the image.
Figure 6.2 shows the data associated with one of the facets. The axis associated with the

minimum radius of curvature is at some small angle to the x-axis while the axis

associated with the maximum radius of curvature is aligned orthogonally to that of the
minimum. The normal to the surface of the facet at its center is tilted slightly from the
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z-axis.

Due to the orientation of the facets, fitting an ellipsoid of revolution to a facet surface
will only result in knowledge of the facet curvature in the x- and y-directions of the

image and will not, in most cases, yield the desired principle curvatures of a facet surface.

To obtain information about the minimum and maximum curvatures of a facet, additional
analysis of the parameters obtained from the nonlinear least-squares fit is required.

Figure 6.1

Facet Orientation

Figure 6.2

Individual Facet Data

The nonlinear least-squares analysis of the height information associated with a
particular facet provides a description of the facet surface in terms of the equation for an
ellipsoid of revolution and the best fit parameters. At any point, P, on the surface of the
ellipsoid we may determine a unit normal vector, n, which is perpendicular to the tangent

plane to the surface at P. By applying a rotation transform, the equation for the facet

surface may be expressed in terms of a new coordinate system, (x',y',z'), in which the

normal, n, is parallel to the new z' axis. We may then differentiate the transformed
expression for the surface with respect to the new coordinate system to determine the
maximum and minimum curvatures of the surface at the point P.

A more complete
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explanation of analysis of this type may be found in references [40] and [41].

In summary then, the Levenberg-Marquardt method was used to fit ellipsoids of
revolution to the data associated with several facets on the reflector surface. The resulting

best fit parameters were used to determine unit normal vectors to the facet surfaces at

their centers. A rotation transform was then applied to the ellipsoidal expression of each
facet to align their normal vectors with a new z'-axis in a rotated reference frame with
coordinates (x',y',z'). Differentiation of the transformed expressions then allowed us to

determine the minimum and maximum radii of curvature of the facets at their centers.

The locations of the measured facets is indicated in Fig 6.3 and the results of the
analysis are shown in Table m.

Figure 6.3

Locations of Measured Facets

In the table r, and r2 correspond to the maximum and minimum radii of curvature for
each facet respectively. Both parameters show fairly consistent results with one of the

r, values deviating strongly from the others and two of the r2 values deviating to a lesser
extent. In addition, both parameters show standard deviations of about 12% of their
respective means.
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Table in.

Minimum and Maximum Facet Curvatures
A

B

C

r, (inch)

7.600

7.225

7.411

r2 (inch)

0.627

0.685

0.736

D

E

F

rt (inch)

5.278

7.361

7.727

r2 (inch)

0.720

0.863

0.709

Mean r,:
Mean r2:

7.100 (inch)
0.724 (inch)

Standard Dev: 0.831 (inch)
Standard Dev: 0.0840 (inch)

6.3 Sources of Error
Several possible sources of error in the image acquisition and analysis methods
described in this work may be identified. Comparison of the phase profiles obtained by

analyzing computer generated fringe patterns and the laser generated fringes in the images

of the reflector leads us to believe that an important predictor of the ability to accurately

measure the surface of an object is the quality of the images available for analysis. With
this in mind we should consider the optical setup and image acquisition system as

probable sources of significant error in the FTP system implemented here.

One of the most prominent features of the images of the reflector used here is the
presence of laser speckle.

Laser speckle may be considered to be a form of noise

superimposed upon the deformed fringe pattern that hinders the pattern’s analysis. The
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presence of speckle noise has the effect of altering the fringe pattern and, therefore, the

FTP calculated phase of the surface. The correlation length of the speckle in the images
analyzed here was considerably greater in the horizontal direction than the vertical. This
is believed to be a byproduct of the scanning operation of the video camera used to

record the images. The laser speckle was relatively small when compared to the large

scale structure of the reflector. In the horizontal direction, however, the correlation length
of the speckle approached that of the fringe period.

Recall, as discussed in Chapter 5, that a median filter was applied to the reflector
images to reduce the laser speckle noise.

This filtering operation resulted in an

improvement in visibility of the facet structures in the calculated phase profiles. With
filtering operations such as these available, however, the presence of speckle may still be

considered to be a limiting factor to the resolution of a surface measurement system of
this type.

A second source of error in the optical system involves possible inaccuracies in the

measurement of the image scale (i.e. pixels/inch).

Since the scale values were used

consistently for all points in the images, though, this error is not likely to be a factor in

variations in curvature found between facets. This sort of inaccuracy could, however,
introduce error in measurement of both the large and small scale surface structure.
A third possible source of error in the optical system is focus variation across the

images. If the focus is not uniform across the portion of image used for analysis, the
fringe pattern may appear distorted to some degree. The focus variation distortion could

conceivably alter the observed fringe period. This would in turn, of course, result in
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inaccurate surface measurements. This type of error could result in inaccuracies in the

measurement of the large scale structure of the surface or in inconsistencies in small scale

measurements from one region of the image to another.

Chapter 7.

Conclusions and Recommendations

We saw in Chapters 2 and 3 that moire patterns may be viewed as second order

interference patterns which result from the superposition of two first order interference
patterns. If fringes are projected onto the surface of an object and the resulting deformed
fringe pattern is subsequently viewed through a second, reference, grating, a moire pattern
will be visible. The moire fringes define contour lines on the surface of the object of

equal height from a reference plane whose orientation is determined by the periods of the

two fringe patterns and the projection and viewing directions.

It was shown that

orientation of the reference plane may be controlled by altering the period of the reference

grating.
In Chapter 4 it was shown that the reference grating in traditional moire metrology is

not needed if certain modifications of the frequency spectrum of the projected fringe
pattern are performed. The required modifications involve isolation and then shifting to

zero of the band of frequencies associated with the projected fringes. Further analysis of

the modified frequency spectrum yields phase information about the object being
examined. A direct relation exists between the phase obtained in this manner and the
height of the surface.

This method is called Fourier Transform Profilometry.
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Furthermore, it was shown that, unlike traditional projection moire metrology, this method

yields unambiguous phase information about the surface of the object.
Next, in Chapter 5, the implementation of an FTP system was described. Modifications

to the original FTP method to facilitate its use in analyzing real images were investigated.

These modifications included the use of two images, allowing for noninteger shifts of the

desired frequency band, phase unwrapping in two dimensions, and median filtering of the
images to reduce laser speckle.
Finally, in Chapter 6, the surface height information for the lamp reflector examined

in Chapter 5 where further analyzed to determine the both its large and small scale
structural characteristics. Possible sources of error in these procedures were also briefly

examined.

7.1 Conclusions
The modified projection moire metrology methods described in this work and
summarized above have been shown to be both theoretically sound and experimentally

achievable. The FTP method, along with the previously discussed modifications, provides
a straightforward means of obtaining surface height information about objects of interest.

The use of a laser light source and interferometer to project sinusoidal fringes onto
objects has three major advantages over traditional methods of white light grating

projection:
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1)

The interferometrically produced fringes are naturally sinusoidal. As we saw
in Chapter 2, the frequency spectrum of a square grating contains several higher
order terms in addition to the fundamental frequency term. The broadness of the
frequency band associated with the projected fringes is a function of the degree

of variation in the slope of the object being examined. If the frequency band of

interest is sufficiently broad, meaning the slope of the surface of the part varies
a great deal,

the higher order frequency terms which accompany the use of

square fringes may interfere with the isolation of the band due to overlapping of
the terms.

Use of sinusoidal fringes greatly reduces the problem of potential

overlap by eliminating the higher order terms.

2)

The interferometrically produced fringe wavefront is very close to collimated.
The fringes, then, have the same period over a relatively large distance. For many
applications, this distance can be considered to be infinite. White light projection

of a grating, on the other hand, results in an image of the projected grating pattern
which has a relatively shallow depth of focus when compared to the laser fringes.

The fringe spacing of a white light projection system as projected onto an object,
then, may vary over the object’s surface unless it is relatively flat. This seriously

restricts the nature of objects for which a white light projection system may be

used.
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3)

The period of the interferometrically produced fringes may be continuously

varied. By rotating one of the mirrors of the interferometer, the period of the
laser fringes may easily be adjusted. The advantage of this feature is that the
fringe period may be "tuned" to facilitate the measurement of different objects

without disrupting the optical setup of the system. With a traditional projection
moire system, changes in the fringe period can only be achieved by moving the
projection lens and therefore the focal plane of the system or by changing

gratings.

In addition to the advantages of the laser illumination system used here, the FTP image

analysis methods along with the modifications presented also have three significant
advantages over traditional moire contour analysis techniques:

1)

FTP analysis provides height information about every point in the examined
image. Traditional projection moire systems result in images of identifiable moire
contour lines of equal height superimposed upon the image of the object being
measured. The height of the surface, then, may be determined at points that lie
on the contour lines. In general, though, the surface height between successive

moire contours is not known and must be interpolated. As we have seen, FTP

processing of fringe patterns, on the other hand, results in height information about
all points in the image.
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2)

The FTP method provides unambiguous height information. We also saw that
interpretation of traditional moire contour lines may lead to ambiguities about the
nature of the surface. Moire contour lines do not provide information about the

direction of the slope of the surface being examined. They only allow for the
identification of points on the surface that are at equal heights from the reference
plane. The FTP method, though, was shown in Chapter 4 to provide unambiguous

surface height information.

3)

The FTP method is fairly automated. Analysis of traditional moire contour lines
requires the ability to identify all image points that lie on a given contour line so

that they may be assigned the same height value. Each contour line must also be
identifiable since each represents a different height. Depending upon the images
being examined, this process may or may not be easily automated. Most likely,

this type of analysis would need to be done manually and could be very time
consuming if not maddening. In comparison, the FTP analysis method is fairly

automated. The system developed here requires some user interaction, but all
surface height calculations are performed by the computer.

As was stated in

Chapter 6, the images examined here contained nearly 160,000 points.

7.2 Recommendations
Given the favorable results of the methods and implemented system discussed here, it

seems reasonable to suggest that additional attempts to improve upon the existing system
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be made. A good deal of image analysis software has been developed and the optical

setup and image acquisition equipment would not be difficult to reproduce should the
existing system be dismantled.

If additional work is pursued with this system, the

following suggestions for improvement should be considered:

1)

Reduction of laser speckle effects might be achieved by rotation of the video

camera by 90°. Recall that the laser speckle in the images was observed to have
a longer correlation length in the horizontal direction than the vertical under the

existing setup. This is believed to be a byproduct of the scanning operation of the

video camera.

A rotation of the camera, then, would align the longer noise

correlation direction parallel to the projected fringes instead of, as is currently the

case, perpendicular to them.

This could reduce the distortion that the speckle

imposes on the shape of the fringes and thereby improve the system resolution.

2)

In the implementation of the FTP system here, a single pair of images was used,

these images where identical except for a it phase shift in the projected fringes
which allowed us to use Li’s two image subtraction technique.

The single

resulting image, then, was used to measure both the large and small scale

structures of the reflector. Given the extent of the presence of laser noise in the
images, better accuracy of the small scale facet structures may be achieved by
obtaining a second pair of images with the use of a higher magnification lens on

the camera and a reduction of the projected fringe period. In this way, it might
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be possible to record an image for each facet to be measured wherein the surface

of the facet of interest extended over a much larger portion of the image.

3)

The time required to perform the FTP image analysis described here depends, of
course, upon the speed of the computer used and the size of the images being
examined. For 512x512 or 256x256 images, the analysis is on the order of ten

to fifteen minutes. This is partly due to the fact that a two-dimensional phase
unwrapping is performed and partly due to the unsophisticated nature of the

software.

Significant improvements in speed are likely to be obtainable by a

revision of the software.

4)

In addition, it is sometimes the case that a two-dimensional height map of a
surface is more information than is actually required. Given the current software,

the time required to process a single 512 pixel row of data from an image pair is
on the order of 1 second. In such cases a one-dimensional profile of the height

of a surface may be sufficient. If, for a given application, one-dimensional surface

profiling is sufficient, the procedures examined here could be adapted to yield a
fast and accurate measurement system.

Software Appendix

The programs listed here make use of an image file format, a library of basic
image handling functions and header files which were created by Dr. John Loomis,
University of Dayton.

Modeling of sinusoidal fringes and fringes projected onto a sphere as discussed in
Chapters 2 and 3 was performed with the following two programs.

/* mkgrt.c */
/* This program creates a sinusoidal fringe pattern image file as seen in Chapter 2.*/
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include "imhead.h"
#include "fimage.h"
float line_out[256];
make_grating(FIMAGE *out, float g_space, float alpha);

main(int argc,char *argv[]){
FIMAGE *out;
float g_space = 10.0, alpha = 0.0, pi;

if (argc < 2){
printf("\n Two command arguments are needed.Xn");
printf("\n (output file name and grid spacing in pixels)\n");
printf("\n [optional angle from vertical in degrees]\n");
exit(O);
}

out = make_fimage(argv[l], 256, 256, 1);
if (argc > 2)
g_space = atof(argv[2]);
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if (argc == 4){
pi = 4.0*atan(1.0);
alpha = 2.0*pi*atof(argv[3])/360.0;
}
make_grating(out, g_space, alpha);

}

make_grating(FIMAGE *out, float g_space, float alpha) {
int i,j;
int row, col;
float x, y, k;
k = 8.0*atan(1.0)/g_space;
row = out->h;
col = out->v;
printf("\n# row: %d", row);
printf("\n# col: %d\n", row);
for(i = 0; i < row; i++){
if (i%5 == 0 ) printf(".");

for(j = 0; j < col; j++){
line_out(j] = 0.5*(1.0 + cos(k*( j*cos(alpha) + i*sin(alpha))));
}

fput_line(out,i,line_out);

/* mkbal.c */
/* This program models sinusoidal fringes as projected onto the surface of a sphere
as seen in Chapter 3.*/
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<math.h>
"imhead.h"
"fimage.h"
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float line_out[256];
make_grating(FIMAGE *out, float g_space, float b_rad, float phase, float sign);
main(int argc,char *argv[]){
FIMAGE *out;
float g_space, phase = 0.0, b_rad, pi, sign = 1.0;

if (argc < 4){
printf("\n Three command arguments are needed.Xn");
printf("\n (output file name, grid spacing in pixels, ball radius)\n");
printf("\n [optional phase shift in degrees]\n");
exit(0);
}

out = make_fimage(argv[l], 256, 256, 1);
g_space = atof(argv[2]);
b_rad = atof(argv[3]);

if (argc >= 5){
phase = atof(argv[4]);
phase = 8.0*atan(1.0)*phase/360.0;
printff'phase: %8.6f\n", phase);
}
if (argc == 6)
sign = atof(argv[5]);
make_grating(out, g_space, b_rad, phase, sign);

}

make_grating(FIMAGE *out, float g_space, float b_rad, float phase, float sign){
int i,j;
int row, col;
float x, y, k;
float cl, c2, r_img, r_s, r_xy, r_t, z;
k = 8.0*atan(1.0)/g_space;
row = out->h;
col = out->v;
r_img = ((float) row)/2.0;

printf("\n# row: %d", row);
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printf("\n# col: %d", row);
printf("\n radius: %6.4f image width: %6.4f\n", b_rad, r_img);
r_s = sqrt((b_rad*b_rad) - (r_img*r_img));
printf("\n r_s: %6.4f\n", r_s);
printf("k: %8.6f phase: %8.6f\n", k, phase);

for(i = 0; i < row; i++){
if (i%5 == 0 ) printf(".");

for(j = 0; j < col; j++){
cl = (r_img - i)*(r_img - i) + (r_img - j)*(r_img - j);
r_xy = sqrt(cl);

c2 = b_rad*b_rad - r_xy*r_xy;

/*
/*

printf("\ni: %dj: %d cl: %6.4f r_xy: %6.4f c2: %6.4f r_t: %6.4f, */
i, j, cl, r_xy, c2, r_t); */
if (c2 >= 0.0 && r_xy < r_img){
r_t = sqrt(c2);
z = sign*(r_t - r_s);
/* printf("\n z: %6.4f\n", z); */
}
else z = 0.0;

/* printf("k*j + phase = %6.4f cos(k*j + phase) = %6.4f", */
/*
k*j + phase, cos(k*j + phase)); */
line_out[j] = 0.5*(1.0 + cos(k*(j+z) + phase));

/* printf("

line_out[%d] = %6.4f\n", j, line_out[j]); */

}

fput_line(out,i,line_out);

}

}
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Analysis of fringes was performed as follows:
1)

Two Loomis float-type image files of projected fringes were obtained. The
images were identical except for a n phase shift in the fringe patterns.

2)

Program median2.c was used to reduce laser speckle in the image files.

3)

Program sub_img.c was used to subtract the two images. The result was
placed in file ’facl2.flt’.

4)

Program driver4s.c was used with configuration file profile.cfg to perform
FTP analysis of the fringe pattern. Fimport.c was used to put the resulting
data back into a Loomis float file format.

5)

Program getcol2.c was used to perform phase unwrapping of each column of
the image file.

6)

Program phs2hgt.c was used to convert phase (radians) to height (inches).

/* median2.c */
/* Program used to perform a median type of filtering operation on a Loomis float
file. */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<malloc.h>
#include "imhead.h"

#include "fimage.h"
void median(FIMAGE *out, FIMAGE *in, int num_p);
void bubble(float array[], int apts);
void swap(float *a, float *b);

/*______________________________________ */
/* Median2.c

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

*/

*/
Performs median filter operation on image file to reduce */
noise (laser speckle). Default filter size is 3x3 but */
user can specify any odd integer. Works on any size
*/
float type image.
*/

/*______________________________________ */
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void main(int argc, char *argv[]){
FIMAGE *in, *out;
int i, j, num_p = 3;
/*______________________________________ */
/* Prompt user for correct number of command line arguments */
/*______________________________________ */
if (argc < 3){
printf("\n Two command arguments are needed\n");
printf("\n the input and output float file names\n");
printf("\n [optional window size (odd int, default = 3)]\n");
exit(O);
}
/*_________________ */
/* Open the input image file */
/*_________________ */
in = open_fimage(argv[l]);
/*__________________________ */
/* Exit on error opening input image file */
/*__________________________ */

if (!in){
printf("\n Error in opening %s\n",argv[l]);
exit(O);
}
/*________________________________________ */
/* Create and open output image file (same size as input image) */
/*________________________________________ */
out = make_fimage(argv[2], in->h, in->v, 1);
/*________________________ */
/* Exit on error creating output image */
/*________________________ */
if (!out){
printf("\n Error in opening %s\n",argv[2]);
exit(O);
}

/*____________________________________ */
/* Get filter size if specified by user, oterwise use 3x3 */
/*____________________________________ */
if (argc >= 4){
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num_p = atoi(argv[3]);

}

printf("\nUsing value: %d x %d", num_p, num_p);
/*______________________ */
/* Call median filtering routine */
/*______________________ */
median(out, in, num_p);

}
/* End of main()--------------------------------------------------------------- */
/*________________________________ */

/* Function: median()
/*________________________________ */

*/

void median(FIMAGE *out, FIMAGE *in, int num_p){
int i, j, vert, horiz, count;
float *array, *line_in, *line_out;

printf("\nMedian Filter: (%dx%d)\n", num_p, num_p);
if ((array = (float *)malloc(num_p*num_p * sizeof(float))) == NULL){
printf("\nlnsufficient memory to allocate array[].");
exit(O);
}
if ((line_in = (float *)malloc(in->h * sizeof(float))) == NULL){
printf("\nlnsufficient memory to allocate line_in[].");
exit(O);
}
if ((line_out = (float *)malloc(out->h * sizeof(float))) == NULL){
printf("\nlnsufficient memory to allocate line_out[].");
exit(O);
}

for(j = 0; j < out->v; j++){

if (j % 5 == 0) printf(".");
for( i = 0; i < out->h; i++){
count = 0;
for(vert = j - (num_p-l)/2; vert <= j + (num_p-l)/2; vert++){
if (vert >= 0 && vert < out->v){
fget_line(in, vert, line_in);
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for(horiz = i - (num_p-l)/2; horiz <= i +
(num_p-l)/2; horiz++){
if (horiz >= 0 && horiz < out->h){
array[count] = line_in [horiz];
count ++;
}
}

/*

}
}
bubble( array, count);
line_out[i] = array[(count-l)/2];
printf("\nrow %d: line_out[%d] = %6.4f', j, i, line_out[i]); */
}
fput_line(out, j, line_out);
}
free(array);
free(line_in);
free(line_out);

}

void bubble( float airayQ, int apts){
int i, j;
/*
/*
/*

/*

/*

/*
/*
/*

printf("\n pre-sort:"); */
for(i = 0; i < apts; i++) */
printf(" %6.4f", array[i]); */

for(i = 0; i < apts; i++){
printf("\n%d\n", i); */
for(j = apts - 1; j > i; j-){
if (airay[j] < array[j-l])
swap(&array[j], &array[j-l]);
printfC %d", j); */
}
}
printf("\n post-sort:"); */
for(i = 0; i < apts; i++) */
printfC' %6.4f', array[i]); */

}

void swap(float *a, float *b){
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float temp;

temp = *a;
*a = *b;
*b = temp;
}

/* sub_img.c */
/* Program used to subtract two Loomis float file. */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include "imhead.h"
#include "fimage.h"
float line_a[512], line_b[512], line_out[512];
sub(FIMAGE *in_a, FIMAGE *in_b, FIMAGE *out, int type);

main(int argc,char *argv[]){
FIMAGE *in_a, *in_b, *out;
int h_size = 256, v_size = 256, type;

if (argc < 4){
printf("\n Three command arguments are needed.\n");
printf("\n (the two input data files and and output file name)\n");
exit(O);

}
if ((in_a = open_fimage(argv[l])) == NULL) exit(O);
if ((in_b = open_fimage(argv[2])) == NULL) exit(O);
type = in_a->type;

if ( argc == 6 ){
h_size = atoi(argv[4]);
v_size = atoi(argv[5]);
}
else{
h_size = in_a->h;
v_size = in_a->v;

}
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out = make_fimage(argv[3], h_size, v_size, type);
sub(in_a, in_b, out, type);
}
sub(FIMAGE *in_a, FIMAGE *in_b, FIMAGE *out, int type){
int i,j;
int row, col;
float x, y;

row = out->v;
col = out->h;
printf("\n# rows (vert) : %d", row);
printf("\n# cols (horiz): %d\n", col);
for(i = 0; i < row; i++){
if (i%5 == 0 ) printfC’.");
fget_line(in_a, i, line_a);
fget_line(in_b, i, line_b);
for(j = 0; j < col; j++)
line_out|j] = line_a[j] - line_b(j];
if(type == 2){
for(j = col; j < 2*col; j++)
line_out(j] = line_a|j] - line_b[j];
}

fput_line(out,i,line_out);

}
}

The following file is used as an input data file for driver4s.c.
facl2.flt
0
0
512
400

/* x_start - x starting position
/* y_start - y starting position
/* length - line length
/* rows - number of rows to process

*/
*/
*/

*/
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0
24 /* shift
40
160
1.31614e-3
104.1
-44.0

/* window - type of window to apply (0 = none, 1 = Hanning) */
- number of pixels to shift FFT
*/
/* thresh - threshold (% of 2pi) used in seaming phase shifts */
/* pad
- set pixels in FFT to zero above this value; LPF */
/* x_scale - in/pix */
/* p_ff - projected fringe frequency */
/* theta - projected fringe angle to look direction */

/* Driver4s.c */
/* This program is the driver routine for performing FTP analysis of fringes. */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "imhead.h"
#include "fimage.h"
#define COL 756

void fgetline(char infile[8], char outfile[8], int x_start, int line,
int length, int window, int code);
void f_fftjb(char infile[8], char outfile[8], int npts, int isign,
int prjnode);
void fshift2(char infile[8], char outfile[8], int tempi, int temp2,
int linelen);
void fphase_s(char infile[8], char outfile[8], int line_in, float sign);
void fseam(char infile[8], char outfile[8], int linelen, int percent);
void fad_shft(char infile[8], char outfile[8], int length, float x_scale,
float p_ff, float theta, int shift, float im_size);
FIMAGE *in_al;
FIMAGE *in_a2;
main(int argc,char *argv[]){
FILE *in;
int line, x_start, y_start, length, rows, window, shift, thresh, i;
int pad;
float x_scale, p_ff, theta, sign;
char image 1 [80], dummy [80];

if (argc < 2){
printf("\n One command line argument is needed.Xn");
printf("\n (input configuration file name)\n");
exit(0);
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}
/*______________________ */
/* Open input configuration file */
/*______________________ */

if ((in = fopen(argv[l],"r")) = NULL) {
printf("\nln file: %s could not be opened.", argv[l]);
exit(O);
Jelse
printf("\nln File: %s", argv[l]);

/*_________________ */
/* Get configuration data */
/*_________________ */
fscanf(in, "%s\n", imagel);
printf("\nlmage 1: %s", imagel);
fscanf(in, " %d", &x_start);
fgets(dummy,81 ,in);
printf("\nx_start: %d", x_start);
fscanf(in, " %d", &y_start);
fgets(dummy,81 ,in);
printf("\ny_start: %d", y_start);

fscanf(in, " %d", &length);
fgets(dummy,81 ,in);
printf("\nlength: %d", length);
fscanf(in, " %d", &rows);
fgets(dummy,81 ,in);
printf("\nrows: %d", rows);
fscanf(in, " %d", &window);
fgets(dummy,81 ,in);
printf("\nwindow: %d", window);
fscanf(in, " %d", &shift);
fgets(dummy,81 ,in);
printf("\nshift: %d", shift);
fscanf(in, " %d", &thresh);
fgets(dummy,81 ,in);
printf("\nthresh: %d", thresh);
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fscanf(in, " %d", &pad);
fgets(dummy,81 ,in);
printf("\npad: %d", pad);
fscanf(in, " %f", &x_scale);
fgets(dummy,81 ,in);
printf("\nx_scale: %6.6f", x_scale);
fscanf(in, " %f", &p_ff);
fgets(dummy,81 ,in);
printf("\nprojected fringe freq: %6.6f", p_ff);
fscanf(in, " %f", &theta);
fgets(dummy,81 ,in);
printf("\ntheta: %6.4f", theta);

fclose(in);
if (length > COL ){
printf("\nLength of line specified is > 756. (Too long! 756 is max.)");
exit(O);
}

printf("\nWindow type: %d\n", window);

sign = theta/fabs(theta);
printf("\ntheta sign: %2.1f\n", sign);

if ((in_al = open_fimage(imagel)) == NULL ) exit(O);
printfC'l

I

I

I

l\n");

for(i = y_start; i < rows + y_start; i++){
fgetline(argv[l], "part.dat", x_start, i, length, window, 1);
f_fftjb("part.dat", "parLfft", length, 1, 0);

/*_________________________________________ */
/* Shift subtracted FFT by ’shift’ and perform inverse WT */
/*_________________________________________ */
fshift2("part.fft", "partshf", pad, shift, length);
f_fftjb("part.shf', "part.inv", length, -1, 0);
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/*____________________________________________ */

/* Calculate phase data for line and seam together line profile */
/*____________________________________________ */

fphase_s("part.inv", "part.phs", length, sign);
fseam("part.phs", "part.fin", length, thresh);
fad_shft("part.fin", "partO.fin", length, x_scale, p_ff, theta,
shift, (float) length);

if (i % 10 == 0) printf(".");
}

}

/* fgetline.c */
/* Routine to get one row of data from the input image. */
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<math.h>
"imhead.h"
"fimage.h"

#define COL 756

void readline 1();
void readline2();
void writeline();
/*_________________________________________*/

/* fgetlineO
*/
/*_________________________________________*/

fgetline(char infile[8], char outfile[8], int x_start, int line,
int length, int window, int code ){
extern FIMAGE *in_al;
extern FIMAGE *in_a2;

static FILE

*out;

static float line_a[COL];

if ((out = fopen(outfile,"w")) == NULL) {
printf("\nOut file: %s could not be opened.", outfile);
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exit(O);
}
if (length > COL ){
printf("\nLength of line specified is > 756. (Too long! 756 is max.)");
exit(O);
}
if (code == 1)
readline l(in_al, line, line_a);
else
readline2(in_a2, line, line_a);
writeline(out, line_a, x_start, length, window);

fclose(out);
}

void readline 1 (FIMAGE *in_al, int line, float line_a[]){
int i;
fget_line(in_al, line, line_a);

/* for(i = 0; i < COL; i++) */
/* printf("%6.4f ", line_a[i]); */

}

void readline2(FIMAGE *in_a2, int line, float line_a[]){
int i;
fget_line(in_a2, line, line_a);
/* for(i = 0; i < COL; i++) */
/* printf("%6.4f ", line_a[i]); */

}

void writeline(FILE *out, float line_a[], int x_start, int length,
int window) {
int i;
float value, two_pi = 2.0*3.141593;
for(i = x_start; i < x_start+length; i++){
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switch (window) {
case 1 : value = 1.0 - cos((float)(two_pi*(i-x_start))/( (float)length)

);
break;
default: value = 1.0;
break;

}
fprintf(out,"%d %8.6f\n", i - x_start, value*line_a[i]);
fprintf(out,"%d %8.6f\n", i - x_start, 0.0000);
/* printf("%d %6.4f\n", i - x_start, value*line_a[i]); */
/* printf("%d %6.4f\n", i - x.start, 0.0000); */

}
}

/* f_fftjb.c */
/* Routine to perform FFT on one row of image data. */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
# include "nr.h"
# include "nrutil.h"
#define SWAP(a,b) tempr=(a);(a)=(b);(b)=tempr
void fourl();

f_fftjb(char infile[8], char outfile[8], int npts, int isign, int pr_mode){
FILE *in, *out;
float Mata, get_data, nrm=1.0;
unsigned long nn;
int i, temp;
if (pr_mode == 1){
printf("\nOutputting Amplitude squared for plotting...");
}
if (isign == -1){
/* printf("\nlnverse FFT..."); */
nrm = (float) npts/2.0;

}
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if ((in = fopen(infile,"r")) == NULL) {
printf("\nln file: %s could not be opened.", infile);
exit(O);
}

temp = 2*npts;
data = vector(l,temp);
for(i = 1; i <= 2*npts; i++){
fscanf(in,"%d %f \n", &temp, &get_data);
data[i] = get_data;
/* printf("%d: %6.4f \n", temp, data[i]); */
}

fclose(in);

four 1 (data, (unsigned long) npts, isign);
if ((out = fopen(outfile,"w")) == NULL) {
printf("\nOut file: %s could not be opened.", outfile);
exit(O);
}
for(i = 1; i <= 2*npts; i+=2){
if (!pr_mode){
fprintf(out,"%d %8.6f \n", (i-l)/2, data[i]/nrm);
fprintf(out,"%d %8.6f \n", (i-l)/2, data[i+l]/nrm);
}
else
fprintf(out,"%d %6.4f \n", (i-l)/2,
sqrt( (data[i]*data[i]) )/nrm);
}

fclose(out);
free_vector(data, 1 ,npts);
}
/* Numerical Recipes in C bM routine. */
void four 1 (float data[], unsigned long nn, int isign)
{
unsigned long n,mmax,m,j,istep,i;
double wtemp,wr,wpr,wpi,wi,theta;
float tempr,tempi;
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n=nn « 1;
j=i;
for (i=l;i<n;i+=2) {
SWAP(data[j],data[i]);
SWAP(data[j+l],data[i+l]);
}
m=n » 1;
while (m >= 2 && j > m) {
j -= m;
m »= 1;
}
j += m;
}
mmax=2;
while (n > mmax) {
istep=mmax « 1;
theta=isign*(6.28318530717959/mmax);
wtemp=sin(0.5 *theta);
wpr = -2.0*wtemp*wtemp;
wpi=sin( theta);
wr=1.0;
wi=0.0;
for (m=l;m<mmax;m+=2) {
for (i=m;i<=n;i+=istep) {
j=i+mmax;
tempr=wr *data[j ] - wi *data[j+1 ];
tempi=wr*data[j+1 ]+wi*data[j];
data[j ]=data[i] -tempr;
data[j+1 ]=data[i+1 ]-tempi;
data[i] += tempr;
data[i+l] += tempi;
}
wr=(wtemp=wr)*wpr-wi*wpi+wr;
wi=wi*wpr+wtemp*wpi+wi;
}
mmax=istep;
}
}
#undef SWAP
/* (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software 5.){2p491&$!941.!00,. */
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/* fshift2.c */
/* Routine to perform frequency shift on one row of image. */
#include
#include
include
#include

<stdio.h>
<math.h>
"nr.h"
"nrutil.h"

#define COL 756
/*_________________________________________ */

/* fshift2()
*/
/*_________________________________________ */

fshift2(char infile[8], char outfile[8], int tempi, int temp2, int linelen){
FILE *in, *out;
int i, n_pad, n_shift, place, temp;
float *data, get_data;
n_pad = tempi;
n_shift = 2*temp2;

if ((in = fopen(infile,"r")) == NULL) {
printf("\nln file: %s could not be opened.", infile);
exit(O);
}
/* printf("\nln file: %s", infile); */

temp = 2*linelen;
data = vector(l,temp);
/* Input Data Array */
for(i = 1; i <= 2*linelen; i++){
fscanf(in,"%d %f \n", &temp, &get_data);
data[i] = get_data;
/* printf("%d: %6.4f \n", temp, data[i]); */
}

fclose(in);
if ((out = fopen(outfile,"w")) == NULL) {
printf("\nOut file: %s could not be opened.", outfile);
exit(O);

}
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/* printf("\nOut file: %s", outfile); */

/*
/*

/* pad with zeros */
for(i = 1; i <= n_pad; i++) */
data[i] = 0.0; */
/* write first half of data */
for(i = n_shift+l; i <= linelen; i++){
if ((i-n_shift+1 )/2 > n_pad)
fprintf(out,"%d 0.00 \n ", (i-n_shift+l)/2);
else
fprintf(out,"%d %8.6f \n ", (i-n_shift+1 )/2, data[i]);
}
place = (i-n_shift+l)/2;
/* Insert zeros */
for(i = 0; i < linelen; i++)
fprintf(out,"%d 0.000 \n ", i/2 + place);
/* write second half of data */
for(i = 1; i <= n_shift; i++)
fprintf(out,"%d %8.6f \n", (i-l)/2+place+(linelen/2), datafi]);

fclose(out);
free_vector(data, 1,linelen);

}

/* fphase_s.c */
/* Routine to calculate phase information for one row of image. */
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<math.h>
"nr.h"
"nrutil.h"

#define COL 756
/*_________________________________________ */

/* fphase_s()
*/
/*_________________________________________ */

fphase_s(char infile [8], char outfile [8], int line_in, float sign){
FILE *in, *out;
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int i, temp, tempi, temp2, linelen=756;
float *data, *phase, get_data, ratio;

/*

if ((in = fopen(infile,"r")) == NULL) {
printf("\nln file: %s could not be opened.", infile);
exit(0);
}
printf("\nsign: %f", sign); */
linelen = 2*line_in;

tempi = linelen/2 - 1;
temp2 = linelen - 1;
phase = vector(0,templ);
data = vector(0,temp2);
for(i = 0; i < linelen; i++){
fscanf(in,"%d %f \n", &temp, &get_data);
data[i] = get_data;
/* printf("%d: %6.4f \n", temp, data[i]); */
}

fclose(in);
if ((out = fopen(outfile,"w")) == NULL) {
printf("\nOut file: %s could not be opened.", outfile);
exit(0);
}
/* printf("\nOut file: %s", outfile); */
for(i = 1; i <= temp; i++){

phase[i] = sign*atan2( (double) data[2*i + 1], (double) data[2*i]);
fprintf(out,"%d %8.6f \n ", i, phase[i]);

}

fclose(out);
free_vector(data,0,temp2);
free_vector(phase,0,temp 1);
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/* fseam.c */
/* Routine to umwrap phase data for one row in image. */
#include
#include
#include
#include
include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<math.h>
"nr.h"
"nrutil.h"

#define COL 512
/*_________________________________________ */
/* fseam()
*/
/*_________________________________________ */

fseam(char infile[8], char outfile[8], int linelen, int percent){
FILE *in, *out;
int i, temp, quot;
float *datal, get_data, shift=O.O, delta=0.0;
float two_pi=6.283185;
float factor, mult, rem;
/* printf("\nSeam: (percent: %d)", percent); */
if ((in = fopen(infile,"r")) == NULL) {
printf("\nln file: %s could not be opened.", infile);
exit(0);
}
/* printf("\nln file: %s", infile); */

factor = (float) percent*two_pi/100.0;

datal = vector(l,linelen);

for(i = 1; i <= linelen; i++){
fscanf(in,"%d %f \n", &temp, &get_data);
datal [i] = get_data;
/* printf("%d: %6.4f \n", temp, datal [i]); */
}

fclose(in);

if ((out = fopen(outfile,"w")) == NULL) {
printf("\nOut file: %s could not be opened.", outfile);
exit(0);

}
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/* printf("\nOut file: %s", outfile); */

/*
*/
/*

for(i = 2; i <= linelen; i++){
delta = datal [i-1] - datal [i];
printf("\ndata[%d]: %6.4f data[%d]: %6.4f delta: %6.4f factor: %6.4f",

i-1, datal[i-l], i, datal[i], delta, factor); */

if ( fabs(delta) >= factor ){
quot = fabs(delta/two_pi);
rem = fabs(delta/two_pi) - quot;
if (fabs(rem) > 0.5) mult = quot + 1.0;
else mult = quot;
if (mult = 0.0) mult = 0.5;
shift = shift + (delta/(fabs(delta)))*two_pi*mult;

printff' \n shift: %6.4f delta: %6.4f quot: %d rem: %6.4f mult: %6.4f",

/*
*/
/*

shift, delta, quot, rem, mult); */
}
fprintf(out,"%d %8.6f\n ", i, datal [i]+shift);
}
fclose(out);
free_vector(datal, 1,linelen);

}

/* fadshft.c */
/* Routine to correct for non-integer frequency shift for one row of image. */
#include
#include
#include
include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<math.h>
"nr.h"
"nrutil.h"

#define COL 512
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/*--------------

/* fad_shft()
/*
void fad_shft(char infile[8], char outfile[8], int linelen, float x_scale,
float p_ff, float theta, int shift, float im_size){
FILE *in, *out;
int i, temp, quot;
float *datal, get_data, ref_pln, delta, y_shift;
float two_pi=6.283185, sign;
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

printf("\n linelen: %d", linelen); */
printf("\n x_scale: %8.6f", x_scale); */
printf("\n p_ff: %8.6f", p_ff); */
printf("\n theta: %8.6f', theta); */
printf("\n shift: %d", shift); */

if ((in = fopen(infile,"r")) == NULL) {
printf("\nln file: %s could not be opened.", infile);
exit(0);

datal = vector(l,linelen);
for(i = 1; i <= linelen; i++){
fscanf(in,"%d %f \n", &temp, &get_data);
datal [i] = get_data;

fclose(in);

if ((out = fopen(outfile,"a+")) == NULL) {
printf("\nOut file: %s could not be opened.", outfile);
exit(0);

sign = theta/fabs(theta);
ref_pln = im_size*(p_ff*x_scale*cos(two_pi*theta/360.0));
delta = ref_pln - (float)shift;
y_shift = sign*two_pi*delta/im_size;

/*
/*

printf("\nref_pln: %8.6f, shift: %d, delta: %8.6f, y_shift: %8.6f", */
ref_pln, shift, delta, y_shift); */
for(i = 2; i <= linelen; i++){
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datal[i] = datal[i] + (float)(i)*y_shift;
fprintf(out,"%d %8.6f \n ", i, datal[i]);

fclose(out);
free_vector(datal, 1 ,linelen);

/* getcol2.c */
/* After Driver4s.c has computed phase information and unwrapped each row of the
image, this routine is used to unwrap each column of image. *!
include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<math.h>
"imhead.h"
"fimage.h"

#define COL 756
float line_a[COL];
float line_b[COL];

void fseamc(char *, char *, int, int);
void readline(FIMAGE *in_a, int line, float line_a[]);
void writeline(FILE *out, float line_b[], int y_start, int length, int window);
/*_________________________________________ */

/* getcol.c
*/
/*_________________________________________ */

main(int argc,char *argv[]){
FIMAGE *in_a;
FILE *out;
int i, j, y_start, y_end, x_start, x_end, length, window = 0;
int thresh = 40;
if (argc < 7){
printf("\n Six command arguments are needed.Xn");
printf("\n (input image file, output file, y-start, y-end, x-start, x-end)\n");
exit(O);

}
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if ((in_a

y_start
y_end
x_start
x_end

= open_fimage(argv[l])) == NULL) exit(0);

= atoi(argv[3]);
= atoi(argv[4]);
= atoi(argv[5]);
= atoi(argv[6]);

length = fabs(y_end - y_start) + 1;

printf("\nLength: %d\n", length);

if (length > COL ){
printf("\nLength of column specified is > 756. (Too long! 756 is max.)");
exit(O);
}
if (argc >= 8){
window = atoi(argv[7]);
printf("\nWindow type: %d\n", window);
}
if (argc == 9){
thresh = atoi(argv[8]);
printf("\nThresh: %d", thresh);
}
for(j = x_start; j <= x_end; j++){

if (j% 10 == 0) printf(".");
for(i = 0; i < length; i++){
readline(in_a, i, line_a);
line_b[i] = line_a[j];
}

out = fopen(argv[2], "w");
writeline(out, line_b, y_start, length, window);
fclose(out);
fseamc(argv[2], "col.fin", length, thresh);

}
}

void readline(FIMAGE *in_a, int line, float line_a[]){
int i;
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fget_line(in_a, line, line_a);
/* for(i = 0; i < COL; i++) */
/* printf("%6.4f ", line_a[i]); */

}
void writeline(FILE *out, float line_b[], int y_start, int length, int window) {
int i;
float value, two_pi = 2.0*3.141593;

for(i = y_start; i < y_start+length; i++){

switch (window){
case 1 : value = 1.0 - cos((float)(two_pi*(i-y_start))/( (float)length)

);
break;
default: value = 1.0;
break;
}
fprintf(out,"%d %6.4f\n", i - y_start, value*line_b[i]);

}
}

/* phs2hgt.c */
/* Routine to convert phase information (radians) to height information (inches). */
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<math.h>
<malloc.h>
"imhead.h"
"fimage.h"

void convert(FIMAGE *in_a, FIMAGE *out, float period, float theta);
/*_________________________________________ */
/* phs2hgt.c
*/
/*_________________________________________ */

void main(int argc,char *argv[]){
FIMAGE *in, *out;
int h_size, v_size, type;
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float period, theta;
if (argc < 5){
printf("\n Four command arguments are needed.\n");
printf("\n (the input, output fit file names, project fringe frequency,
theta)\n");
exit(0);
}
if ((in = open_fimage(argv[l])) == NULL) exit(0);

period = 1.0/atof(argv[3]);
theta = atof(argv[4]);

printf("\nPeriod: %8.6f

Theta: %8.6f\n", period, theta);

type = in->type;
h_size = in->h;
v_size = in->v;
if ((out = make_fimage(argv[2], h_size, v_size, type)) == NULL) exit(0);
convert(in, out, period, theta);

}

void convert(FIMAGE *in, FIMAGE *out, float period, float theta) {
int i,j;
int row, col;
float x, y, po, constant, two_pi, thet_r;
float *line_in, *line_out;

row = out->v;
col = out->h;
printf("\n# rows (vert) : %d", row);
printf("\n# cols (horiz): %d\n", col);
/*__________ */
/* Calculate 2pi */
/*__________ */
two_pi = 8.0*atan(1.0);

/*

*/

Ill
/* Convert theta from degrees to radians */
/*____________________________ */

thet_r = two_pi*theta/360.0;
/*___________________________________ */

/* Find projected fringe period at reference plane */
/*___________________________________ */
po = period/cos(thet_r);

constant = po/(two_pi*tan(thet_r));

printf("\n thet_r: %8.6f', thet_r);
printf("\n
po: %8.6f", po);
printf("\n constant: %8.6f\n", constant);

if ((line_in = (float *)malloc(in->h * sizeof(float))) == NULL){
printf("\nlnsufficient memory to allocate line_in[].");
exit(O);
}
if ((line_out = (float *)malloc(out->h * sizeof(float))) == NULL){
printf("\nlnsufficient memory to allocate line_out[].");
exit(O);
}
for(i = 0; i < row; i++){
if (i%5 == 0 ) printfC’.");
fget_line(in, i, line_in);

for(j = 0; j < col; j++)
line_out[j] = constant*line_in[j];

fput_line(out,i,line_out);
}
free(line_in);
free(line_out);
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